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About Climate Smart
Climate Smart Businesses Inc. is a Vancouver-based social enterprise that enables
businesses to profitably reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Climate Smart provides
a unique certification that combines training, software, and client support. Since
2008, we have helped businesses and organizations of all sizes and sectors prepare
for and participate in the low-carbon economy of the future.
Businesses and organizations
achieve Climate Smart
certification by measuring their
carbon emissions annually to
track progress and expanding
their reduction plans.

Number of
Climate Smart businesses
to date

800+
certified or in-training

Cost savings from
reducing emissions

$2.2M+
annually, based on
a sample of 60 certifiedbusiness case studies

We partner with governments,
business hubs, and
corporations to engage their
stakeholder businesses. We
collect, analyze, and share
aggregate business data to help
our partners achieve emission
reduction goals.

Unlike many other
consultancies, Climate Smart
focuses on capacity building.
Businesses are equipped to
analyze, measure and reduce
their impact, minimizing a
company’s exposure to fuel price
volatility and climate impacts.
We catalyze innovation, creating
key skills in the green economy
of the future.

Climate Smart emphasizes the
business case for greenhouse
gas (GHG) reduction, such
as operational efficiencies,
cost savings, and competitive
advantage. Climate Smart
businesses cut unnecessary
consumption of energy, fuel, and
materials, tying climate action to
smart business practice.

People employed by
Climate Smart businesses

Average emissions reduction achieved by
certified businesses

The Climate Smart curriculum,
advising support, and top-rated
software tool are based on the
World Resource Institute’s
Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Corporate Standard (GHGP)—
the internationally recognized
accounting standard for
greenhouse gas inventories.

11%
over first two years

78,000+
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About Climate Smart

Measure

Leverage

Our Process

Reduce

Measure
Businesses train to measure
their greenhouse gas emissions
to the world’s most recognized
standard: the World Resource
Institute’s Greenhouse Gas
Protocol. Top-rated software
and experienced client advisors
make it easy for businesses
to complete a greenhouse gas
inventory.

Reduce
Businesses profitably reduce
emissions through one-onone client advising, peer
learning, and sharing proven
reduction strategies based on
our experience with hundreds
of other businesses. Businesses
learn to measure the reductions
they achieve and communicate
their success stories.

Leverage
Businesses share the work they
are doing through reports and
case studies, and connect with
other businesses to exchange
best practices and unique
reduction strategies. They form
a network in which businesses
can share and learn from each
other while building valuable
business connections.
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Everybody, Find a Partner
Through our turnkey certification program, we engage with large organizations
and their customers, suppliers and tenants to find profitable ways to reduce
emissions, invest in innovation and strengthen the bottom line.

Engaging untapped
business networks

Putting business
emissions data to work

Climate Smart collaborates with partners that include,
serve, or sell to large groups of businesses, such as local
governments, cities, financial institutions, and airports,
ports, and similar business hubs.

Partners and businesses use our extensive data-sets,
case studies and analysis to benchmark their progress
against emission-reduction goals.

Our training and innovative data services link businesssector actions to carbon emission reductions and
renewable-energy targets, while addressing economic
development and green-economy goals.

This data underpins our Business Energy and Emissions
Profile (BEEP) reports and digital dashboards: services
that help partners understand their communities,
clients and networks, and more strategically target their
engagement efforts.

In 2008, as part of its broader sustainability mandate,
Vancity Savings Credit Union offered Climate Smart
training and certification to its business members. Two
years later, in partnership with Metro Vancouver,
we launched the first municipally supported climate
change program designed specifically for the local
small-/medium-sized enterprise community. More
recent collaborations with Port Metro Vancouver and
Vancouver International Airport engaged suppliers,
tenants, and stakeholders. Partnerships such as these
are cultivating leadership and innovation on climate,
while accelerating greenhouse gas (GHG) targets and
advancing broader environmental goals.
This Industry Brief will share data-rich stories
about how local governments, financial institutions
and transportation hubs are reaching beyond their
operational and supply chain carbon emissions and
investing in their tenants and clients to help them
reduce costs and carbon.

Climate Smart Hosts & Partners

For every $1,000 our partners
invest in engaging businesses
through Climate Smart,

100-220

tonnes of emissions
are reduced
based on average inventories
and reductions achieved by
Climate Smart businesses
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Climate Smart Host Partnerships
1

BEEP + Business Engagement Plan

2

Outreach

3

Climate Smart develops a business energy and emissions
profile (BEEP) report, digital dashboard and a business
engagement plan that includes target sectors, impact
projections, and an outreach strategy. We recommend
“champion businesses” to drive uptake.

The host sends out a formal invitation to businesses.
Host partners team up with Climate Smart to reach out
to their members, stakeholders, tenants, and/or value- or
supply-chain businesses.

Training
Climate Smart convenes businesses for training sessions.
“Champion” businesses are brought in to discuss their
particular experiences with reducing emissions: this is
always a big hit with the participants!

4

One-On-One Business Support & Certification

5

Multiyear Data Reporting & Program Scaling

Climate Smart client advisors lead participants through
their inventory and reduction-planning process,
developing solutions relevant to host partners, and
connecting businesses with proven solution providers.
Completed businesses receive a certification seal for
their communications.

Climate Smart provides ongoing reporting to host
partners: analysis on emissions and reduction strategies,
and success stories with real reductions and cost savings.
Some participants become “champions”, acting as
business ambassadors for future programs.

Climate Smart Hosts & Partners
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Partner Profile: Metro Vancouver
Metro Vancouver is the third largest metropolitan area in Canada, and rapidly
growing. Metro Vancouver’s Sustainability Framework includes a commitment to
minimize the region’s contribution to climate change.

Regional population

Regional emissions reduction target

2.3M

-33%

2011 Census

by 2020

3.3M

-80%

by 2040

by 2050

SMEs are a key
player in cutting
regional carbon
emissions

Since small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) contribute more than a
third of Metro Vancouver’s emissions,* the region will not reach its targets
without them on board. In 2010, Metro Vancouver along with many of the
region’s municipalities partnered with Climate Smart to engage SMEs and
accelerate the transition to the new, lower-carbon economy.
* Climate Smart analysis of Metro Vancouver CEEI (Community Energy and Emissions Inventory)
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Climate Smart
has engaged 534 businesses
throughout the region.
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Business Sectors
Metro Vancouver Climate Smart Businesses
3%

Arts & Entertainment

5%

Wholesale Trade

5%

Health Care &
Social Assistance

5%

Accommodation & Food

6%

Administrative, Support,
Waste Management, &
Remediation

7%

Transportation

Businesses
from a diversity
of sectors are
cutting carbon
Climate Smart has engaged with
Metro Vancouver businesses
representing all corners of
the economy, but we’ve seen
particularly strong uptake
in the professional services,
manufacturing, construction, and
transportation sectors.

8%

Other Sectors

23%

Office-Based Businesses

16%

Manufacturing

8%

Other Services

8%

Construction

8%

Retail

SMEs are a significant contributor to
GHG emissions in Metro Vancouver,
but they are also well positioned
to have a real impact in addressing
climate change. We are tapping into
the Climate Smart process to engage
SMEs in assessing and reducing their
carbon footprints. Ultimately, we hope
to expand this program to where we
are making real progress towards our
regional goal of reducing GHGs by 33
percent by 2020.
Roger Quan
Air Quality Planning Division Manager
Metro Vancouver
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Emission Reductions
Metro Vancouver Climate Smart Businesses

17%

Other
(e.g., Refrigerants,
Electricity)

5%

Third-Party Shipping

9%

Business Air Travel

17%

Heat

To date, Metro Vancouver Climate Smart businesses
have collectively reduced more than 15,900 tonnes
of CO2e, representing an annual cost savings of more
than $1,880,000*.
Fleets and equipment upgrades represent about a
third of this reduction, with waste and heating making
up the other third of the collective reduction achieved,
and business travel, shipping, and other activities
accounting for the rest.
* Based on Climate Smart case study businesses to date

Cost savings from reducing emissions

35%

Fleet & Equipment

17%

Waste

Cost to support businesses

$26
cost per tonne reduced
to Metro Vancouver and
participating municipalities
Emissions reductions

$1.8M+ 15,900+
annually, based on
Metro Vancouver business
case studies to date

tonnes CO2e reduced annually, based
on Metro Vancouver business
case studies to date
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The City of North Vancouver has made climate action
a priority, successfully implementing several significant
initiatives, with many more underway. Climate Smart is
an ideal fit for the City. The City is proud to partner with
Climate Smart as it reaches out to local businesses through
important climate change education and tools tailored
specifically to this influential sector.
Darryl Mussatto
Mayor
City of North Vancouver

Harnessing
the power of
businesses has
regional impact
Click on the image or go to the link
below to see the episode of Metro
Vancouver’s Sustainable Region TV
featuring Climate Smart.
http://bit.ly/MVSTV
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Case Study: River Market
Solution

Impact

Future

direct digital control
HVAC system
composting program
and recycling program
expansion

total emissions down 24%
emissions from HVAC
down 23%
emissions from waste
down 31%

energy retrofits: lighting and
mechanical air curtains

composting program and the expansion
of their existing recycling program, River
Market has achieved an impressive 31%
reduction in emissions from solid waste
from 2011 to 2013.

area of great improvement for River
Market. Efforts such as separating day
and night time (occupied and unoccupied)
temperatures have made a difference. In
the two-year period from 2011 to 2013
River Market reduced emissions from
natural gas used for heating, cooling, and
ventilation by 22.6%.

New Westminster’s River Market is a
marketplace for the hungry and curious.
This 72,000-square foot market on
the banks of the mighty Fraser River
showcases BC’s best culinary and
creative talents. River Market has been
measuring its emissions with Climate
Smart since 2011.
River Market’s staff has been working
with great success to reduce emissions,
primarily from solid waste and natural
gas. Perhaps most impressively, these
reductions have been achieved despite
the fact that the Market has expanded
each year.
Based on findings from River
Market’s first GHG inventory, Market
administration focused on reducing waste
generation and increasing recycling
efforts. Through the implementation of a

The composting program, which began
as a four-month pilot and included
four participating restaurants, placed
composting containers in each of the
restaurants’ kitchens. The pilot resulted
in a 13% diversion of the Market’s
average monthly garbage by weight.
Following the pilot, River Market
expanded the program to all food vendors
in March 2012. Key to this initiative
included communicating with shop
owners and managers on how this food
waste diversion would reduce common
area costs and finding biodegradable
packaging and serviceware alternatives.
With the “back of house” kitchen
composting program in place, River
Market has since added food waste bins
in addition to paper and mixed containers
bins in “front of house” public areas.
The continual management and
optimization of its direct digital control
(DDC) HVAC system has also been an

Overall, these efforts have translated
into River Market reducing their ‘carbon
footprint’ by 23.8% from 2011 to 2013.
River Market’s commitment to carbon
reduction is an integral part of the
organization’s greater vision, Food 360.
Food 360 works to reconnect the full
circle of our food system from harvest
(picking herbs in edible gardens), to
procurement (buying organic produce),
to processing (including specialty foods),
to snacking and dining, and finally to
turning food waste into soil.
River Market has no plans to slow
down their sustainability progress.
Future initiatives on the table include
mechanical air curtains to reduce heat
loss in the winter and air conditioning in
the summer, as well as lighting retrofits.
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Case Study: Purdys Chocolatier
Solution

Impact

Future

waste diversion: sorting
and recycling

emissions from waste
down 62%

energy use reduction:
electricity, natural gas

“There really [wasn’t] much to it. I had
asked [an employee] to try to find a
company that would take items we
were sending to landfill. He found one
company that would take everything and
we just had to separate it and store for
them to pick up.” The absolute number of
waste and recycling-hauling trips made
to the Purdys facility have also been
decreased.

Purdys continues to work towards
reducing their emissions further by
improving the recycling program at the
factory, implementing a lower emission
delivery program, performing a natural
gas audit at the factory, and investigating
alternative packaging. Through this
process, Purdys has retrofitted lighting,
windows, heating systems and roofing
materials in various areas of the
Purdys business. Says Johnston, “new
opportunities are always coming up”,
and Purdys is projecting a wide array
of efficiency gains that have potential
to reflect an even lighter organizational
footprint in future years.

Purdys Chocolatier, the iconic Canadian
chocolate-maker, was able to reduce
their largest single source of emissions,
solid waste, by nearly half in just one
year through their work with Climate
Smart. By the end of 2013, Purdys had
reduced emissions from this source by
62.3% compared to their 2010 baseline
measurement year. This waste diversion
effort cut Purdys’ emissions in this area
by 112.3 tonnes of carbon dioxide, from
2010 to 2013.
Purdys is also rigorously evaluating their
emissions from areas such as electricity,
transport and natural gas.
In terms of waste, however, Jim
Pritchard, Director of Chocolate
Operations at Purdys, had encouraging
words to say about the straightforward
nature of their initiatives.

Not only has Purdys addressed their
waste diversion and sorting, however,
initiatives such as the installation of
energy-efficient hand dryers has reduced
the production of wastepaper at their
facilities. In addition, by discouraging
the use of disposable plastic bags at the
retail end of their operations, Purdys has
managed to reduce this waste stream by
10%.
Duncan Johnston, Chief Financial
Officer at Purdys, and a participant
in the Climate Smart program, was
also able to provide some insight into
the implementation of these waste
reductions strategies, estimating that it
required “30% education, 60% follow up
and 10% inspiration.”

Paramount in the process has been the
education of employees on electricity,
paper and waste reduction strategies
using staff, department manager and
supervisor meetings in tandem with
newsletters. Though it may seem
impossible, it is initiatives like these that
make Purdys Chocolatier chocolates that
much more enjoyable.

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement
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Case Study: False Creek Collision ECO
Solution

Impact

Payback period

replacement of aging
compressor

electricity use and emissions
down 30%
$2,600 in annual operating
savings

4 year simple payback

understanding of what his options
were. As a business that has built
their brand rooted in environmental
sustainability, particularly within
an industry not known for its
environmental focus, Rubbert wanted
to find a machine that could not only
perform optimally, but one that would
reduce his energy demands.

While putting in the hours to replace
their compressor, FCCE also enrolled
in the Climate Smart program with the
aim of building a better understanding
of their carbon impact. This experience
highlighted the contribution of their
paint booth towards their carbon
footprint. Through Climate Smart
certification, Rubbert was also able
to identify future opportunities for
reductions, and a new project: to look
for ways to reduce the need for natural
gas to cure auto paint, and/or offset this
need through the purchase of renewable
natural gas.

False Creek Collision ECO (“FCCE”) is an
auto body repair shop servicing Metro
Vancouver. Located in Burnaby, BC, they
are the first auto body shop in Western
Canada to use an environmentally
friendly waterborne paint system, which
eliminates 90% of the volatile organic
compounds typically used in auto body
paint spraying systems. In 2013, they
were the only auto body shop to receive
the Business Excellence Award for
Environmental Sustainability from the
Burnaby Board of Trade.
In February 2015, FCCE needed to replace
their aging compressor. For a business
of this size, this was to be a considerable
investment. Bernhard Rubbert, business
owner, decided he needed to gain a better

After investing many hours of
research, Rubbert identified the BOGE
Compressor, with an anticipated ~30%
reduction in electricity consumption, as
his best option. What’s more, FCCE was
able to secure financing that matched
their cost savings over the term of
the loan. As a result, FCCE’s new
compressor will be paid off in four years
without placing any financial burden
on the business. Beyond that they will
be adding $2,600 to their bottom line,
and preventing the release of 324 kg of
carbon emissions every year, equivalent
to burning 158 kg of coal a year.

In light of his experience, Bernhard
Rubbert is collaborating with Climate
Smart to share his story and had
this to say, “Imagine the impact, both
economically and on the environment,
if all the body shops in the Lower
Mainland knew the benefits of buying a
high-efficiency compressor, and if more
financial incentives could be directed to
help them make the switch.”
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Partner Profile: City of Vancouver and
the Vancouver Economic Commission
The City of Vancouver Greenest City Action Plan sets ten ambitious targets
addressing the green economy, climate, green buildings, green transportation, zero
waste, access to nature, clean air, and other areas.

The city has
ambitious
carbon and
renewable
energy targets

The city’s climate target aims to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
33 percent below 2007 levels by the
year 2020.
In November 2015 the city council
voted unanimously to shift the
entire city to 100 percent renewable
energy by 2050, becoming the first
city in Canada to take this step.

Renewable energy target
(community-wide)

100%
by 2050

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement

Double the
green jobs,
double the
green businesses
by 2020

Cities and Regions

The green economy targets call for doubling the number of businesses
greening their operations and doubling the number of green jobs in the city
by 2020 over 2010 levels.
Since 2010, the Vancouver Economic Commission (VEC) has been taking
steps to refine and implement the City’s Greenest City Action Plan,
positioning Vancouver as one of the world’s leading cities in the area
of green growth, and as one of the only jurisdictions that is measuring
green jobs and the economic co-benefits of climate action. The Vancouver
Economic Commission (VEC) and the City of Vancouver partnered with
Climate Smart to engage SMEs across the city in emissions management
and to contribute to both green economy and climate goals.

193 certified
businesses
with 17,500+
employees
To date, 193 businesses have
become Climate Smart certified in
Vancouver.
On July 6, 2015, Climate
Smart certified businesses and
organizations were awarded the
City of Vancouver’s Greenest City
Leadership Award for their role in
helping to move forward six goals of
the Greenest City Action Plan.
Vancouver’s Climate Smart
businesses have directly contributed
to six of the ten Greenest City
Action Plan goals and targets: Green
Economy, Climate Leadership, Green
Buildings, Green Transportation,
Zero Waste, and Lighter Footprint.
The process of measuring GHGs
and the majority of actions taken
are easily replicable in other
businesses and organizations. Their
achievements and lessons learned
help to dispel the perception that it
‘costs money to go green’!

Emissions reductions

Cost savings from
reducing emissions

4,700+

$608K+

tonnes CO2e reduced
annually by Vancouver
Climate Smart businesses

annually, based on
Vancouver business
case studies to date
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Business Energy and Emissions Profiles
Climate Smart’s business data drives action in communities.
The Business Energy and Emissions
Profile (BEEP) was first developed in
partnership with the BC Provinical
Government’s Climate Action
Secretariat and the City of Victoria
to augment community emissions
data with a more detailed business
lens. Climate Smart worked with the
Vancouver Economic Commission
(VEC) to create BEEPs for the City of
Vancouver and the False Creek Flats
neighbourhood, which the City aims
to develop into “the greenest place to
work in the world.”
In partnership with the Vancouver
Economic Commission, we created
the BEEPs by combining data from
our unique business emissions

database with the community’s
business data. In the end, we were
able to generate an estimated
emissions profile for the entire
business community. BEEPs shed
light on the emissions generated by
the area’s businesses, highlighting
the highest emitting sectors and
emission sources, and help develop
targeted programs and policy.
With support from the Vancouver
Economic Commission, the
Vancouver Foundation, and BC
Hydro we followed up on the BEEP
with a business engagement plan
and multi-year programming to
help False Creek Flats businesses
manage their emissions.

Climate Smart
business benchmarks
+
Community business
demography

Community Business
Energy and Emissions
Profile (BEEP)

“The city-wide business energy and emissions profile has given us
tremendous insight for developing strategic, sector-specific campaigns that
target the city’s biggest sources of emissions. At the Vancouver Economic
Commission, we recognize that businesses can be the engine of sustainable
community development, but they often need some guidance, and that
guidance needs to be data-driven to be effective.”
Pietra Basilij
Sustainable Community Development
Vancouver Economic Commission

http://bit.ly/VancouverBEEPreport

“Most frameworks for district-scale sustainable development look at the
economic impacts of social and environmental projects, but fail to recognize
or measure the impacts of green economic development. District-scale data
allows us to identify the potential impact of helping businesses green their
operations. It helps us identify the potential impact of key infrastructure
projects such as neighbourhood energy utilities and key policy initiatives
such as waste bans, as well as design more effective programs for helping
businesses collectively reduce their environmental footprints.”
Pietra Basilij
Sustainable Community Development
Vancouver Economic Commission
http://bit.ly/FCFBEEPreport

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement

Digital BEEP
dashboards
provide
greater insight
into where
emissions are
coming from

Cities and Regions

In addition to BEEP reports, Climate Smart creates interactive data
visualization dashboards that allow regional and municipal hosts to:
• Map business emissions and energy use in their community
• Identify emission-intensive areas with promise for green-infrastructure
development, such as electric vehicle charging stations, waste hubs, and
district energy plants
• Understand how business emissions break down by sector, business size,
and business activity
• Target business engagement programs and outreach
• Project the impact of business engagement initiatives

Visual tools, like the online maps and graphs of the BEEP dashboard, engage
colleagues and citizens on climate change. Victoria’s new online BEEP dashboard
tells a clear and fulsome story which I believe will lead to more sustained and
committed action and behaviour change from our local business community.
Climate Smart continues to be one of my best partners in developing data-driven
storytelling; they understand our local economy, and they help me innovate to
engage with stakeholders inside and outside of City Hall.
Allison Ashcroft
Climate Action Program Manager
City of Victoria
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Partner Profile:
Vancouver International Airport
Vancouver International Airport (YVR) is Canada’s second-busiest airport and
one of British Columbia’s leading economic engines.

YVR has set targets for reducing emissions,
water use, and waste.
YVR is committed to leadership in
sustainability, and has developed
ambitious environmental goals and
targets intended to exceed regulatory
requirements and industry standards,
and position the airport as a global
innovator and leader.
The Airport Authority’s Environmental
Management Plan articulates four

strategic priorities each with an
ambitious target:
•
•
•
•

Reduce tonnes of emissions by 33%
from 2012 levels by 2020
Reduce waste to landfill by 50% from
2012 levels by 2020
Reduce potable water consumption
by 30% from 2012 levels by 2020
Improve ecosystem health

Climate Smart’s expertise in
greenhouse-gas management and
business engagement opened the
door for a collaboration with YVR to
help support its goals. In the spring
of 2015, YVR partnered with Climate
Smart to deliver the Climate Smart
training and certification program to
the airport’s business partners. The
program was tailored for YVR goals,
including waste and potable-water
consumption components.

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement
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Gate Gourmet
YVR
“In 2015 we were given the opportunity to participate in Climate Smart as part of
a pilot supported by YVR, along with other businesses operating at the airport.
The experience with Climate Smart helped us to find savings and reduce energy
in areas we hadn’t previously considered. Working with Climate Smart led us
to shift our focus beyond waste and look closer at our electricity and natural
gas use. Climate Smart introduced us to an excellent lighting contractor—CEEG—
that did an assessment for us, and we already received a capital approval to
move forward with the project. We plan to upgrade the lighting in our 25,000
square foot warehouse to LED, and we are projecting a saving of 231,000
kWh annually, cutting our annual power bill by $24,000, with a quick ninemonth payback. Next, we will be looking at upgrading the lighting in our larger
facility, and scheduling an assessment to investigate our natural gas reduction
opportunities.”
Andre Fernandes
OPEX Manager
Gate Gourmet Vancouver International Airport (YVR)

HMSHost
International
(Canada)
“Through the leadership of the Climate Smart team, we were guided in a
progressive manner, assisting us in the implementation of a plan to assess
our utility billing by lease space against previous year to monitor our energy
and water usage, coaching us through developed steps toward reduction and
efficiency. In our new restaurant, we will be looking at the most efficient
cooking equipment and making sure to take advantage of available Fortis
incentives. Having been introduced through the Climate Smart program, we
are also planning to have an advisor from Fortis come in and assess our existing
equipment, and are working on phasing out old refrigerants used in our coolers.
This summer, we participated in Waste Wars organized by YVR and worked on
improving our waste diversion rate.”
David Giles
Sr. Director of Operations
Vancouver International Airport (YVR) HMSHost International (Canada)
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YVR tenants go Climate Smart
A number of YVR tenants
participated in a 2015 leadership
pilot. The group spanned
different industry sectors and
included a flight kitchen, a
food-service provider, an engine
repair and testing facility, an
airline, a logistics company,
and a ground handler. The
group primarily consisted of
larger businesses: participants
employed a total of 2,400 people.

People employed by
participating YVR businesses

Measured potable water use

Nearly 70 percent of the emissions
we measured were Scope 1,
and while businesses were not
required to measure any Scope 3
activities, most of them included
at least one Scope 3 activity in
their inventory. Scope 3 emissions
accounted for 30 percent of all
those measured in the pilot.

24,400+
cubic metres

Emissions

2,400+

YVR Climate Smart businesses
collectively measured annual
emissions of 12,298 tonnes of
CO2e, and tracked annual potable
water usage of 24,400 cubic
meters – the equivalent of nearly
10 Olympic-sized swimming
pools.

Projected emissions reductions

up to

1,700
tonnes CO2e annually

tonnes CO2e
Climate Smart-compliant GHG inventories
follow the GHG Protocol, an international
standard developed by the World Resources
Institute and the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development.

YVR Climate Smart Businesses

Emissions are divided into three scopes:

30%
3,740

2%
217

Scope 1 (mandatory): direct sources (owned/
controlled by the reporting business): heating
fuel combustion, fleet vehicles, owned/
leased equipment, refrigerant leakage from
company-owned machinery.

Scope 3

Scope 2

68%
8,341

Scope 1

Scope 2 (mandatory): includes purchased
energy: electricity, heat, and steam.
Scope 3 (optional): all other indirect
emissions: materials and paper use,
landfilled waste, people and goods transport
with vehicles not owned or controlled
(business travel, third-party shipping), staff
commuting, etc.

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement
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Businesses are
motivated to
take action

Empowered
to pursue best
practice

When recruiting businesses for the pilot, leaders were
asked to cite the top five reasons motivating them to
participate. Here is what they said:

Through the Climate Smart process, the YVR group of
businesses determined the reduction strategies most
relevant to their operations:

• Being proactive and preparing for future
requirements

• Heat recovery

• Building on existing green initiatives
• Cutting costs
• Improving marketing and branding
• Industry/community engagement

• Natural gas equipment upgrades
• Building insulation
• Investigating vehicle and equipment electrification
In 2016, Climate Smart and YVR will continue to
partner to engage more airport tenants in emissions,
waste and potable water management.

MTU
Maintenance
Canada
“Participating in the Climate Smart program has led us to implement changes
we would not have otherwise pursued. We have installed motion sensors on
lights, implemented double-sided printing, and have budgeted for insulating
our Accessory Repair Centre building—our largest user of natural gas as we
learned through the Climate Smart inventory. Going forward, we will be
looking at installing charging infrastructure for EVs at our offices. MTU is excited
to measure our emissions again for 2015 calendar year to see the GHG reductions
and savings achieved.”
Cristofor Ursache
Health and Safety Coordinator
MTU Maintenance Canada, YVR
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Partner Profile:
Port Metro Vancouver
Port Metro Vancouver is mandated, under the Canada Marine Act, to contribute
to the competitiveness, growth and prosperity of the Canadian economy, while
providing a high level of safety, protecting the environment and responding to
local needs and priorities.

“What will the Vancouver Gateway look like in 2050?”
The port authority works to ensure
Canadians continue to enjoy a
healthy environment and the
benefits of trade for generations.
In 2010, Port Metro Vancouver and
port stakeholders embarked on a
strategic visioning process centered
around the key question: “What
will the Vancouver Gateway look
like in 2050?”. After identifying and
considering a number of prospective

scenarios, the “Great Transition”
was identified as the most likely
scenario and one worth aspiring
to. This scenario involves growing
and adapting the port’s capacity as
the world transitions to a lowercarbon economy with a focus on
sustainable trade, allowing for the
accommodation of Canada’s trade
needs while maintaining a healthy
environment and enabling thriving
communities.

Climate action is a key pillar in
the port authority’s vision for a
sustainable gateway. Port Metro
Vancouver is focused on leading in
energy conservation and alternative
energy, to minimize greenhouse gas
emissions. As part of this vision,
Port Metro Vancouver invited its
tenants to participate in the Climate
Smart program, helping them to
reduce energy, fuel, and waste,
along with the associated costs.

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement
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Port Metro Vancouver tenants go Climate Smart
To date, Port Metro Vancouver
Climate Smart tenants have
collectively measured annual
emissions totalling 35,800
tonnes of CO2e. More than 90
percent of emissions measured
were Scope 1. This reflects the
emission-intensive nature of
the businesses and the high
level of control they have over
their sources.

People employed by
Port Metro Vancouver
Climate Smart businesses

3,900+

“Fraser River Pile and Dredge has been in continuous operation since 1911. We
are the largest marine construction, pile driving and dredging contractor in
Western Canada. With over a century of business experience, the benefits of
taking a proactive approach to health, safety and the environment are evident.
Through joining Climate Smart in 2012 we were able to identify our greatest
opportunities to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions while also cutting back
on our expenses. Hearing about what other companies are doing within our
industry; connecting us with resources, such as utility incentives and rebates;
and highlighting new technologies are just some of the ways Climate Smart
helped us diagnose and document our emission reductions of 24% while
growing our business.”

Participants commented that
the Climate Smart program
proved an excellent forum for
sharing strategies with peers.
For example, one business had
calculated the cost savings
associated with an electric
forklift, and shared its findings
with the rest of the businesses.

Fraser River
Pile and Dredge

Robert Cochrane
Environmental Coordinator
Fraser River Pile & Dredge

“Neptune Bulk Terminals has been part of the North Vancouver community
for over 45 years. Given our economic impact, we recognize our responsibility
to our employees, and our community. From safety to environment, we
have adopted a policy of continuous improvement pushing us “beyond
compliance.” As part of this policy, in 2013 Neptune Bulk Terminals joined
Climate Smart. While we had already been measuring our greenhouse gas
emissions prior to joining, Climate Smart has helped us focus our efforts on
reducing our emissions, and demonstrate the impacts of those efforts. What’s
more, Climate Smart has helped build our voice within the Lower Mainland
when it comes to discussing ways the marine industry can help fight climate
change.”
Tony M. Nardi
Former Senior Executive Community Relations at Neptune Bulk Terminals
(1981 - 2015)

Neptune Bulk
Terminals

Neptune
T E R M I NALS
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Emissions measured by
Port Metro Vancouver Climate
Smart businesses to date
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Emissions reductions

Cost savings from
reducing emissions

35,800+

2,400

$580K+

tonnes CO2e

tonnes CO2e
annually, to date

annually, to date

Businesses
leverage
additional
recognition
Measuring emissions with
Climate Smart will also help many
participants improve their Green
Marine ranking. That program
rewards points for measuring
emissions, implementing a
reduction plan,
and achieving
those reductions.
Climate Smart is a
recognized Green
Marine Partner.

Beyond
compliance
Through the Climate Smart process,
the Port group of businesses
determined the reduction strategies
most relevant to their operations:
• Site vehicle rightsizing and
electrification
• Electric forklifts

Emissions
Port Metro Vancouver Climate Smart Businesses
4%

Scope 3

3%

Scope 2

93%

Scope 1

Motivation For Taking Action
Port Metro Vancouver Climate Smart Businesses
Build on our existing green initiatives

82%

Supply-chain engagement/requirements

55%

Cut costs & boost efficiencies

73%

CSR mandate

45%

Industry/community engagement

64%

Marketing, reputation, and brand image

27%

Anticipating future requirements

55%

Customer/investor/partner demand

18%

• Heavy equipment upgrades

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement
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Case Study: Catalyst Paper (Surrey Distribution Centre)
Solution

Impact

Payback period

replacement of aging
propane lift trucks with
electric lift trucks

projected $84,000 in annual
operating savings ($21,000
per lift)
projected annual avoidance of
169 tonnes of CO2e

< 0.5 year projected
payback on additional costs
associated with switching
from propane to electricity

Darcy Adams, Safety and Facilities
Manager, had already spent significant
time looking at replacing four of the
site’s aging 10,000 lbs propane lift trucks
with electric ones; specifically the Hyster
E100XNS. During his research he learned
that the electric lift truck technology had
made a recent shift away from using DC
powered engines to AC powered engines.

strong not to make the switch. By his
calculations, each AC drive lift would
save the company $21,000 in annual
operating costs (including $7,000 in
annual repairs) and prevent the release
of 41 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions.
A 15% premium on the cost of the electric
lifts will be recovered in less than half a
year from operational savings.

The benefits of this technological
advancement included:

While this initiative had begun prior
to working with Climate Smart, Adams
says, “Climate Smart helped us measure
the environmental benefit of programs
like the adoption of electric forklifts.
This feeds directly into our goal of being
a sustainability leader. What’s more,
participating in this Port sponsored
initiative gave us an opportunity to share
what we’ve learned within our industry.
Unfortunately, the business case for
investments in electrification, which
can often be very strong, is still not well
communicated. We hope that our work
helps make it easier for others to make
informed decisions when looking to
upgrade their equipment.”

Catalyst Paper Corporation (“Catalyst”)
is one of North America’s largest pulp
and paper companies with annual
production capacity of 2.3 million tonnes.
Based in Richmond, B.C., Catalyst is a
leader in sustainable business practices
and has been recognized by Corporate
Knights as one of Canada’s Best 50
Corporate Citizens. Catalyst is committed
to “treading lightly and working
cooperatively” in communities where it
operates, and has achieved a companywide culture of operational excellence
and employee ownership in business
performance and results.
In 2015, as part of a partnership
between Climate Smart and Port Metro
Vancouver, Catalyst’s Surrey distribution
centre participated in the Climate Smart
program. During this process, Catalyst
highlighted its ongoing efforts to reduce
emissions associated with its on-site
equipment; in particular its lift trucks.

•
•

•
•
•

•

Higher load capacity;
Faster and smoother response,
compared with traditional propane
models;
Reduced maintenance, compared with
traditional propane models;
Improved energy performance;
Safer recharge (eliminating the risk of
acid leaks and/or hydrogen releases);
and,
No longer being susceptible to
engine failure due to exposure to the
elements, meaning they can be used
both indoors and outdoors.

When Darcy ran the numbers he found
that the business case was just too
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Financial
Institutions and
Corporates
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Partner Profile: Vancity
Vancouver City Savings Credit Union, commonly referred to as Vancity, is a
member-owned financial cooperative serving more than 500,000 members and
their communities in Metro Vancouver, the Fraser Valley, Victoria, Squamish,
and Alert Bay.

Business Sectors
Vancity Climate Smart Businesses
2%

Educational Services

3%

Health Care &
Social Assistance

3%

Construction

6%

Wholesale Trade

8%

9%

8%

Other Sectors

22%

Manufacturing

Administrative, Support,
Waste Management, &
Remediation

15%

Office-Based Businesses

Retail

12%

Accommodation
and Food

12%

Other Services

Enabling local
enterprises
unlocks
community
benefits

For more than a decade, the
cooperative has been making
environmental improvements to
its business performance. In 2005,
Vancity integrated greenhouse gas
(GHG) management into its business
strategy and operations, and in
2008 it earned widespread media
attention for achieving carbon
neutrality, the first North Americanbased financial institution to do so.
Beyond its ongoing commitment
to GHG reductions, Vancity offers

value-added products and services
to help its members act on climate
at home and at work. It is also a
long-time supporter and partner
of Climate Smart. Since 2008, the
credit union has offered Climate
Smart scholarships to its business
and not-for-profit members.
Vancity believes that enabling
local enterprises to make their
own strategic decisions about GHG
management will unlock benefits
to these businesses and the
broader community.

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement
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Vancity offers Climate Smart training to our business,
co-op and not-for-profit members. It’s a valuable investment
that generates financial and environmental returns for our
members and our community. We encourage other credit
unions or financial institutions to offer this program to
their suppliers, business partners or clients. Alternatively,
business associations or other organizations could invite their
membership to learn to measure and reduce their carbon
footprints (just as the BC Cooperative Housing Federation
and the Burnaby Board of Trade have done). The collective
impact of Climate Smart businesses leaders will help move BC
toward a thriving low carbon economy.
Maureen Cureton
Green Business Manager
Vancity Credit Union

Meet other
Climate Smart
businesses
Click on the image or go to the
link below to see a video profiling
several Climate Smart-certified
businesses who have cut costs by
cutting carbon.
http://bit.ly/2015CSmartVideo
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Vancity business members go Climate Smart
Since 2008, 152 Vancity
business and not-for-profit
members have participated in
the Climate Smart program.
Collectively, they have
brought 72,300 tonnes of CO2e
emissions under management,
and achieved an average
reduction of eight percent (as
measured to date).

People trained in
Climate Smart sessions

Emissions measured by
Climate Smart Vancity members

Cost savings from
reducing emissions

220+

151K+

$244K+

tonnes CO2e

annually, based on
a sample of 15 case studies
from Vancity-sponsored
participants to date

Did you know?

Businesses representing a wide
range of sectors are taking part
in the program. Registration
surveys suggest the top reasons
companies pursue Climate Smart
certification are, in order of
priority, marketing and brand
image, building on existing green
initiatives, and community
engagement.

Average emissions reduction
achieved by certified businesses

8%

In 2010, Van Houtte Coffee Services achieved Climate Smart certification
and integrated greenhouse gas (GHG) management into its business
strategy and operations.
Beyond its ongoing commitment to GHG reductions, Van Houtte actively
encourages other businesses to act on climate, both by sharing its own
success story and, more recently, by offering the Climate Smart program to
its longstanding clients.
While many companies will typically gift their clients hockey tickets or a
day at the spa, Van Houtte believes that a gift of Climate Smart will help
strengthen its supply chain while also supporting its employees and the
wider business community.

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement

Businesses are
motivated to
take action

Financial Institutions and Corporates

When recruiting Vancity members, we asked their leaders to cite the top
five reasons for taking action. Here is what they said:
• Marketing, reputation and brand image
• Build on our existing green initiatives
• Industry and/or community engagement
• Cut costs and boost efficiencies
• Networking and B2B opportunities

The friendly people at Climate Smart were a great help to us after we decided to
start taking steps towards environmental sustainability. A year after completing
the Climate Smart program, we have a sustainability strategy in place with a GHG
baseline measure and reduction targets, and we are purchasing carbon offsets to
account for our remaining emissions. Net operating costs are down, our board of
directors is supportive, as are our members, and we recently received a national
social change award for this project. Most importantly, housing co-ops across the
country are starting to follow our lead with positive environmental action, and
we’ve been successful in sourcing government and other funding to finance these
green retrofits. In every way, this project has been a winner for the co-operative
housing sector.”
Scott Jackson
Communications Director
Co-operative Housing Federation of BC

With generous support from Vancity and the Burnaby Board of Trade (BBOT),
False Creek Collision ECO (FCCE) became Climate Smart certified in 2015. Climate
Smart certification helped to build upon FCCE’s previous efforts, including taking
BBOT’s Pledge, installation of an environmentally friendly waterborne paint
system and replacement of our aging compressor. The compressor replacement is
saving us 30% in our annual electricity use.
Bernhard Rubbert
Owner
False Creek Collision ECO
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Awards and Affiliations
Climate Smart is a leader in the field of carbon management. In 2015, the City
of Vancouver awarded Climate Smart a Greenest City Leadership Award for
its role in helping advance six goals of its Greenest City Action Plan, a globally
recognized municipal sustainability strategy.

Vancouver
Award of Excellence

Globe 2010 Finalist,
Emerging Tech Award

Certified B-Corp

Bullfrog Powered

Green Marine Partner

An independent study
by Carbonzero rated
Climate Smart’s software
tool the top software
solution for SMEs.

May We Be Of Service?
At Climate Smart, we are experts in business engagement, capacity building, and
data analysis. Our holistic approach to conservation and GHG management opens
up unique opportunities for collaboration.
To find out how Climate Smart
can help you, email us at
info@climatesmartbusiness.com,
stop by climatesmartbusiness.com
or call 1-888-688-6283.

Accelerating Climate Action Through Business Engagement

Case Study:
505-JUNK
Impact

increased margin by 15%
cut vehicle emissions by 50%
per vehicle-kilometre

505-Junk is a recycling company
specializing in junk removal for
residential, construction and
commercial clients in the Greater
Vancouver region. Co-owners Barry
Hartman and Scott Foran, have
always been committed to running
their business in an environmentally
progressive way. All the materials
they pick up are sorted to prioritize
upcycling or re-use. Items beyond
re-use are sent to local recycling
companies. With this approach, 505Junk is minimizing waste which also
results in greenhouse gas reductions for
their customers.
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But how many GHGs are they helping
their customers reduce? Barry and Scott
wanted to learn to calculate these avoided
carbon emissions and communicate this
positive impact to their customers. To do
this, they turned to Climate Smart.
“Beyond the customer communications
opportunities—which was our initial
interest—Climate Smart helped us
analyze our business to identify changes
that could increase efficiencies for us,”
says Barry. “By investing in more efficient
trucks and route optimization, we’ve
increased our margins and freed up time
to expand our business. All this while
reducing our greenhouse gas emissions. It
doesn’t get any better than that.”
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Sponsor: FortisBC

Steven Cheng, controller, Pizza Hut (photo credit: FortisBC)

Efficiency in the
kitchen with
natural gas

With appliances like fryers, griddles
and ovens operating all day, it’s no
surprise that commercial kitchens
use more natural gas per square foot
than any other kind of business.*
FortisBC, realizing the potential
to help this customer segment
save energy and money on their
operating costs, launched the
first ever natural gas Foodservice
Incentive Program in Canada in
2012. It’s called Efficiency à la Carte.
The program offers rebates for
natural gas cooking equipment,
from $200 for an efficient steam
cooker, to as much as $3,500 for a
rack oven. The rebates are available
for when customers are upgrading
existing equipment or for new
construction projects.
One of Canada’s largest franchises,
Pizza Hut, took notice of the rebates
when they were building a new
store. For controller Steven Cheng,
the program made good business
*

sense. “We received a $5,000 rebate
from FortisBC for installing highefficiency conveyor ovens at our
new Cloverdale location, reducing
our payback period and the store’s
monthly utility bills,” says Cheng.
The rebate offsets a portion of the
cost difference between a standard
and high-efficiency appliance. As
well, participants in the program
experience ongoing energy savings
over the life of the appliance. Based
on this, the payback on investment
could be less than one-and-a-half
years.
Since 2012, dozens of participants
have received rebates through
Efficiency à la Carte, reducing their
environmental footprint and their
energy bills.
Learn more about Efficiency à la
Carte. Or for some low-cost ways
to save energy in your commercial
kitchen, try FortisBC’s commercial
kitchen energy-saving tips.

Commercial and Institutional Energy Building Use Summary Report, Natural Resources Canada, Chart 15:
Energy Intensity by Type of Activity
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Sponsor: Ivey Foundation
The Ivey Foundation is a private
charitable foundation located
in Toronto, Canada. It was
incorporated as The Richard
Ivey Foundation on 31 December
1947 by the late Richard G. Ivey,
Q.C.,LL.D., and his son Richard M.
Ivey, C.C.,Q.C.,LL.D. The mission of
the Foundation is to improve the
well-being of Canadians by focusing
its resources on selected issues of
significance. With a long history of
supporting excellence and valuing
transparency and accountability, the
Foundation also embraces change as
a necessary part of its evolution.
The Ivey Foundation is supporting
the development of a shared vision
for Canada that integrates the
economy and the environment.
We see the need to examine and
understand the systemic changes
required to bring about economic
prosperity in tandem with
environmental protection across
the economy—Canadians, after
all, are responsible for managing

globally significant natural
resources. We are doing this by
convening experts across sectors
to share their knowledge, and to
communicate what Canada can
look like as a more sustainable
country. For example, the
Foundation is supporting Canada’s
Ecofiscal Commission to develop
the evidence for practical policies
that value the environment as
core to economic success. The
Commission brings together
leading economists, business
executives and related experts
to make recommendations to all
levels of government.
The Ecofiscal Commission and
other Ivey Foundation grantees
are communicating their research
and recommendations broadly
to the public, as well as to nongovernment and business
organizations, to contribute to
the shared vision of an integrated
economy and environment for a
prosperous Canada.
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Sponsor: City of North Vancouver
Sustainability and climate action
have long been a part of the City
of North Vancouver’s core values,
policies and programs. To build
a community resilient to future
challenges, we must not only lead by
example, but provide opportunities
for residents and businesses to play
a role.
That’s why we’re launching a new
initiative called Living City. It’s an
opportunity to share what we’re

doing, connect with others, discuss
ideas and help people participate in
our climate action efforts. Living
City includes a number of programs
and initiatives in five areas:
Sustainable Energy, Zero Waste,
Transportation, Urban Agriculture,
and Natural Capital.
It’s about each of us doing our part
and respecting our environment as
we coexist to create a Living City.
Go to www.cnv.org/livingcity for
more information.

Sponsor: Capital Regional District
The Capital Regional District (CRD)
is a “community of communities”
committed to working together
to create a vibrant, livable and
sustainable region for years to
come. In practice, this means that
our services aim to support a good
quality of life as well as a strong,
resilient regional economy. It also
means that we have a commitment
to climate action.

The CRD Climate Action Program
philosophy is based on three
pillars: engage, reduce and
prepare. The program works to
support the necessary shifts in
policy, infrastructure, behaviour
and planning that are required to
create a vibrant, healthy and lowcarbon capital region.
For more information, go to
www.crd.bc.ca/climatechange.
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Sponsor: MET Fine Printers

(photo credit: MET Fine Printers)

MET’s 2016 is poised to be a year of
innovative disruption as we remain
focused on our vision, ”To lead the
world with the finest innovative
communication experiences”.
Print is very much alive but we are
changing the definition of what a
“printer” is.
Let us introduce you to our New
Media team to expand your story
telling experiences:
• Augmented Reality, pull print
across digital boundaries
• Virtual Reality, immersive hyper
real 3D environments
• Oculus and Google Cardboard
experiences
• Near Field Communication
beacons actively measure
engagement

Our custom branded Digital
Resource Storefronts create highly
effective portals to organize brand
collateral from your desktop.
• Increase brand continuity
• Faster time to market
• Full administrative control
Our special projects team generates
some of the most unique projects
imaginable. Wood, Plastic, Metal,
Cloth, CNC, Laser, and millwork,
you dream it we make it. We enable
outdoor activations to interactive
displays to tell your story.
We remain Canada’s most awarded
commercial printer thanks to our
incredibly creative partners. We
are celebrating our 6th year Carbon
Free and Zero Waste and are
particularly proud of ranking 6th in
North America for Environmental

leadership (Canopy Report,
November 2015). While we don’t
brag about it, we feel environmental
excellence must be part of our
business DNA, It’s a key to your
communication experience.
Our not-for-profit Canstruction
Vancouver design/build competition
is Vancouver’s most creative Art
Foodie event. Designers, Architects,
Engineers and community minded
companies joining creative forces to
build massive sculptures from cans
of food destined for the Greater
Vancouver Food Bank Society.
Let MET collaborate and create
GOOD business with you.
@METprinters
www.METprinters.com
1 866 254 4201
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